
SALES & OPERATIONS PLANNING

SCMO2 Helps S&OP Teams:
More efficiently drive demand/supply consensus plans to better match 
demand across the supply network.

Align sales and operations with the financial goals and objectives of  the 
overarching company.

Overcome challenges with master data so the process is not corrupted by 
missing, latent or static information and decisions can be made with confidence.

A detailed roadmap to help optimize the process, educate planners and 
automate manual and disconnected steps in the S&OP process while increasing
performance across the board.

IBP-SOP implementations set up for success with our Agile approach and 
resource allocation, supporting an ROI business case achievable in a 
reasonable timeframe.

Shorter prep time for S&OP meetings with better data for “what-if” scenario 
recommendation analysis that help the executive team understand trade-off
options which include the financial implications of  their choices.

A variety of  training and education approaches developed to meet every
budget and specific need. From “shoulder-to-shoulder” planner support to 
customized day-in-the-life customized solutions to IT SAP  application training
programs, we work with you to define how best to ensure your team has the skills
needed to get maximum value from your SAP  investment.
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Our Rapid Assessments and Workshops Deliver:

Best-in-Class Sales and Operations Planning processes can increase operating margins by as much as 14%, reduce inventory write-offs up to 55% and reduce lost sales by 35%. 
Yet, getting to this maturity level is truly a journey. Many companies struggle with implementing the rigor necessary to get all the internal teams aligned and moving in the 
same cadence. Often, this difficulty is due to a lack of  real-time data access and ability to quickly create and analyze what-if  scenarios that facilitate confident decision-making. Bad or 
missing data bogs down and deteriorates the effectiveness of  the whole process. For this reason, many organizations are still grappling with how to best automate the process to 
remove manual, low-value tasks and find ways to more easily analyze what-if  scenarios so they can make decisions on how to best manage constraints, control product life cycles and 
capitalize on market opportunity.

At SCMO2, we work closely with your S&OP teams to help them improve their process by leveraging SAP  ’s solution suite, whether through SAP  APO applications and reporting or 
the more purpose-built IBP-SOP application that natively integrates financial perspective, rapid simulation and reporting, ultimately, allowing your users to better manage critical data 
and reports to make timely decisions and drive better results over the mid and long-term planning horizons. Our S&OP experts design solutions that incorporate best practices that 
meet your organization’s maturity level in planning and design solutions that can scale over time as rigor and information quality increases.

Simplify and compress the S&OP readiness process through the use of  better solutions that provide
real-time visibility and what-if  scenario capabilities to help provide recommendations to the executive
team on changes to the plan.

Implement a holistic solution that retains the S&OP result in an SAP  system as the record of  truth,
better providing the organization opportunities to right-size inventories, react to market changes and 
introduce new products without cannibalization of  current product versions.
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SCMO2 is a supply chain management consulting firm that has built its reputation on making SAP  SCM solutions work by attaining better results than ever before. Our team of  
veterans ensure that the planning and scheduling processes and procedures that run the supply chain are managed within the SAP  system by providing solutions that always  
enhance user adoption and drive business benefits. Whether you are on a legacy version of  APO or moving to the latest IBP HANA architecture, we can help you get the most  
from your supply chain technology investments.

Sampling of  our Sales & Operations Planning engagements:

$2B industrial equipment and services solution manufacturer wanted to consolidate, automate and streamline their SIOP process from across 
multiple systems to better manage both their capacity constraints through work centers and also within their engineering project resources 
deployed globally to install solutions at retailer locations.

They chose to work with SCMO2 to determine an innovative design using SAP  's IBP-SOP model and functionality to achieve their stated 
goals.  We used our Agile methodology and partnered with SAP  to implement the first of  a three-phase solution, covering committed sales 
orders in North America.  The solution approach called for a 16-week period with time-boxed "sprints" used to quickly set up, validate and 
refine the data model the client felt would support their team's initial needs.  Next phases of  this project include extension of  the solution to 
all demand types across multiple systems and their globally defined regions.
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$5B consumer products manufacturer, well known for household storage goods, wanted to optimize and enhance their existing S&OP solution 
that was enabled by a combination of  SAP  APO DP/SNP/PPDS modules, BW reporting and various excel spreadsheets.  They engaged 
SCMO2, their long-time supply chain partner, to help their supply chain team streamline the process, eliminate the use of  those spreadsheets 
wherever possible and to implement best practices via a "Center of  Excellence" (COE) program.  The solution compressed meeting readiness 
times, increased productivity with introduction of  more accurate and current data to the process and helped the organization get better 
outcomes from their S&OP cycle.  

With the advent now of  SAP  's next generation planning solution, IBP-SOP on HANA, the next step is to help that team expand upon this 
success by building a budget and business case to justify its inclusion in their S&OP process.  Given the drive towards a unified data model 
and cloud application, IBP-SOP may drive greater real-time visibility to data and analytics and provide further value to their S&OP process 
supported through their Center of  Excellence. 

For Sales Related Inquiries Please Call or Email SCMO2
404.496.5383  |  sales@scmo2.com


